VH gene usage and CDR3 analysis of B cell receptor in the peripheral blood of patients with PBC.
We have analyzed the IgM, IgG and IgA BCR repertoire in PBC patients by means of quantitative RT-PCR and CDR3-spectratyping with immunoscope technology. PBMC from 35 PBC patients and 18 normal controls were analyzed. Quantitative B cell repertoire analysis of IgM from healthy donors showed the preferential usage of VH3a, VH3b and VH4 families. Very similar VH family usage was observed in IgM B cells from PBC patients. CDR3- spectratyping of IgM BCR rearrangements showed a Gaussian distribution for dominant VH families in control donors, and similar diversity was found for the VH3b family in PBC patients. In contrast, VH3a and VH4 families showed oligoclonal expansions in some patients. Quantitative B cell repertoire analysis of IgG and IgA did not reveal any difference in VH chain distribution in PBC patients as compared to the control donors. Immunoscope profiles of CDR3 length distribution showed several peak expansions in B cells from control donors, particularly for the VH3a and VH4 families. CDR3 length distribution profiles of IgG and IgA from PBC patients were oligoclonal too, with expansions throughout the various VH chains. However, no common expansions within the CDR3 region were found intraindividually between IgG, IgA and IgM, and between patients. In conclusion, immunoscope technology does provide, for the first time, a sensitive and rapid method for detailed immunoglobulin gene usage analysis in peripheral B cells from PBC patients. This study failed to demonstrate preferential B cell rearrangements in the blood of patients with PBC, but this technology may be more successful if applied to the analysis of compartmental B cells (i.e. liver infiltrating B cells).